The law-related studies program and the prelaw advisory council are co-sponsoring a series of seminar meetings entitled "forum on the legal profession." the first session is this afternoon (tuesday, october 16), at 3:30 in the west lounge of the student center. arthur z. gray will speak on "a corporate lawyer's overview of the law and its functions.

"the purpose of the series," stated dan nyhart, chairman of the prelaw advisory council, "is to provide those students wondering what the law is like an opportunity for first-hand contact with practicing members of the profession." throughout this fall and winter, seven lawyers will meet with students to talk about their own careers in the practice of law. a variety of lawyers plan to participate in the forum.

grey will appear the first two weeks. his second session will deal with his reflections on law school and his new york practice.

scheduled in subsequent weeks are brownlow m. speer who will speak on "practice in the lower criminal courts" and robert p. bigelow who will cover "the specialization of practice." speer is currently director of a program to train volunteer attorneys to practice in the lower criminal courts. bigelow is editor of the computer law service and the jurimetric journal, and has a special interest in the computer and law. later meetings in the forum will discuss the life of a judge, a private practice in cambridge (by sarah m. rainey, first woman president of the cambridge civic association), patent law, and public interest practice.

the forum is best described by the preprofessional advising office as an opportunity for students to explore a range of legal careers in an informal setting. most of the meetings will be held on tuesday afternoons at 3:30 in the mezzanine or west lounge of the student center. coffee, tea, and soft drinks will be served.

the forums will be planned to provide ample opportunity for the visiting lawyers to respond to questions about their practices, law as a career, or other questions on the students' minds.

skull house shuffle

sponsored by PKS

by barb moore

Phi kappa sigma is sponsoring its "skull house shuffle" saturday night, october 27. the party is held semi-annually, traditionally in alternate years with the fiji island party.

the party, generally known as shuffle, is open to couples only, one of whom must have a mit or westfield id. identification will be checked at the door.

shuffle is held on the week-end closest to halloween, and the PKS house will be decorated for the occasion. at the entrance to the house there will be a 15-foot skull, and guests will enter the party through the mouth of the skull. inside, the party will feature a band, and beer will be served. the entire evening will be free to all guests.

PKS is paying for the event, as an open party for the mit community. finance board is helping with some costs; however, PKS is providing the beer and entertainment.

the party will be held at the PKS house, 530 beacon st. there is no registration, you need only present an id at the door. there will be a booth in the lobby of building 7 the week prior to the party, for further information.

mit red cross blood drive

November 5-9

make appointments now for the following:

4th floor student center, x3-4865

Tuition riot

$3350 TDM

$3350 TDM

$3350 TDM

Will occur spontaneously

At 10:00 pm tomorrow night

Commencing at the great sail, and proceeding to the president's house

(or wherever)

Special guests: president jerome wiesner and vice president constantine Simonides

The historic old vilna shul

18 Phillips street, beacon hill, boston

Invites the Jewish students to join them for the Sukkoth holidays — Oct. 11 and Oct. 12
Shmini Atzereth — Oct. 18
Simchat Torah — Oct. 19
Traditional orthodox services
Evening: 6 pm
Morning: 9 am
followed by a delicious Kiddush